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Abstract: This study examines a sakinah family empowerment by optimizing the role of Badan Penasihat Pembinaan dan Pelestarian Perkawinan (Body for Marital Advisory Guidance and Maintenance (BMAGM)) and parents from mental revolution perspective. There are three research questions: What is the so-called BMAGM? What and how is the correlation between national revolution movement and sakinah family empowerment in Indonesia? What strategies are carried out in doing mental revolution in a family in order to have a sakinah family? This qualitative research collected both primary and secondary data. Three essential findings in this study are as follow. First, BMAGM is a legal social-religious organization whose particular duty is to cope with problems in a family. Second, there are three programs in the National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) as stated in the Presidential Instruction No. 12 of 2016 i.e. Indonesia in Order Movement (IOM) in point H/8; United Indonesia Movement (UIM) point J/10; Clean Indonesia Movement (CIM) point A/1. Third, in the perspective of National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM), parents’ role is essential. Therefore, parents are strategic issue and should be prioritized in building sakinah family in Indonesia.
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Abstrak. Studi ini mengkaji penguatan keluarga sakinah melalui optimalisasi peran lembaga Badan Penasihat Pembinaan dan Pelestarian Perkawinan (BP4) dan orang tua ditinjau dari perspektif revolusi mental. Terdapat tiga pertanyaan penelitian yang dikaji dalam studi ini; apa yang disebut dengan lembaga BP4? Apa dan bagaimana korelasi gerakan nasional revolusi mental dengan agenda penguatan keluarga sakinah di Indonesia? Bagaimana strategi melakukan revolusi mental di lingkungan rumah tangga dalam upaya mewujudkan keluarga sakinah melalui optimalisasi peran BP4 dan orang tua? Studi ini menggunakan penelitian kualitatif. Jenis data yang digunakan terdiri dari dua, data primer dan data sekunder. Berdasarkan hasil analisa terhadap data yang diperoleh di lapangan, studi ini memperoleh tiga temuan penting; Pertama, BP4 merupakan organisasi sosial keagamaan yang memiliki legalitas khusus mengurus permasalahan keluarga seperti penasihat perkawinan, perceraian, talak hingga rujuk perceraian; Kedua, hubungan Gerakan Nasional Revolusi Mental (GNRM) dengan penguatan ketahanan keluarga sakinah, itu dapat ditemukan dalam sejumlah program atau sasaran kerja. Sebagaimana Inpres No. 12 Tahun 2016, sasaran program kerja tersebut meliputi program Gerakan Indonesia Tertib (GIT), tepatnya poin H/8; program Gerakan Indonesia Bersatu (GIBe), yaitu poin J/10; program Gerakan Indonesia Bersih (GIB) sebagaimana termaktub jelas pada poin A/1; Ketiga, dalam perspektif Gerakan Nasional Revolusi Mental (GNRM), pemanfaatan peran orang tua tergolong subtansial. Demikian karena keberadaan orang tua masuk katagori isu strategis dan prioritas agenda penguatan dan ketahanan rumah tangga nasional, dalam rangka menuju terciptanya keluarga Indonesia yang sakinah.

Kata Kunci: Keluarga Sakanah, BP4, orang tua, revolusi mental

Introduction 

According to law Number 1 of 1974 Chapter 1, a marriage means a man and a woman who are physically and spiritually bond to be husband and wife intending to build a last long, happy family upon the one and Only God. Hence, officially every married couple has household rights and responsibilities. 

responsibilities protected by the state. The rights and responsibilities are both material in nature such as happiness, prosperity, and livelihood and immaterial such as love, protection, sexual needs and the like. It is expected that the family of the married will be peaceful (sakinah), meaning that the family is full of happiness and harmony, and husband-wife relationship is firm and lasts long.

In Indonesia, sakinah family receives great attention from the society and the government. The society’s attention is reflected in the Indonesian culture that positions marriage a sacred ritual. Binding in a husband-wife marriage relationship is a great, holy tie making it sacred and not for fun. The government’s stand and attention are in the form of laws containing family resilience, such as the Decree of Minister of Religion of Republic of Indonesia No. 3 of 1999 on Sakinah Family Movement Guidance; the Decree of the General Director of Islam Society Guidance and Hajj Matters No. D/71/1999 on A Handbook of Sakinah Family Movement; and A Circular of Minister of Home Affair No, 400/564/III/Bangda of 1999 on the Implementation of Sakinah Family Guidance. In addition to laws, institutions like the Body for Marital Advisory Guidance and Maintenance (BMAGM) is involved in the program. In the context of family life and relationship, BMAGM is a social-religious professional organization that works with the Ministry of Religion as partner; together they work on making the Indonesian families sakinah, mawaddah, and warahmah.

Literature and field studies on the role of BMAGM on sakinah family empowerment building have been conducted. A study on the role in BMAGM as an institution comes from Samsul’s work entitled The Empowerment of the

---


Council of Advisory and Preservation of Marriage (2020). Samsul discovered that BMAGM with its functions of guiding and protecting muslim families throughout Indonesia plays a fundamental role in creating and maintaining family. The finding is supported by other researches such as the one conducted by Fitrotin Jamilah (2019), Peranan (BP4) dalam Membina Keluarga Sakinan dan Penyelesaian Perselisihan Perkawinan Islam; Wildana Setia (2015), Optimalisasi Peran Badan Penasihat, Pembinaan dan Pelestarian Perkawinan (BP4) dalam Rangka Pembentukan Keluarga Sakinah di Kabupaten Jember; Ahmad Fauzan and Hadi Amroni (2020) The Concept of Sakīnah Family in the Contemporary Muslim Generation.

In Indonesia, that performing a focused study on family resilience (sakinah) is important is due to family’s central role and position in the society social system. Family, sociologically, is the smallest unit or structure in a society construction that has overall social control. Because of those roles and functions, the continuous presence of the state makes it logical. Whether admitted or not, the quality of families determines the quality of the society, and the nation in general. It also in this respect that the instruction of President of Republic of Indonesia Number 12 of 2016 on the National Mental Revolution Movement contains a strong correlation between mental revolution and building sakinah family. Without practicing the smallest level society’s improvement – the most core substructure in this respect – it is
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almost impossible to do it in national level.\textsuperscript{14} It is at this point, actually, the synergy of stakeholders, in particular institutions or organizations that have direct connection, is needed.\textsuperscript{15} They, in this case, are BMAGM and the role of parents whose substructure is the highest in a family.

With the above frame of mind, this research’s particular objective is to study mental revolution in sakinah-family-to-be by BMAGM and parents’s reinforcement. The study is quite interesting and important since it elaborates fundamental issue previously ‘forgotten’, namely the correlation between national mental revolution movement and sakinah family empowerment in Indonesia. The main proposition formulas proposed in this study are as follow.

What is the so-called BMAGM? What and how is the correlation between national revolution movement and sakinah family empowerment in Indonesia? What mental revolution strategies are carried out in a family in order to have a sakinah family by optimizing the roles of BMAGM and parents?

**Sakinah Family; an Explanation of the Concept**

The term consists of two words, ‘Sakinah’ and ‘Family’. Etymologically, ‘family’ is a noun referring to a group of people comprises a father, a mother, and child(ren); the whole members of a house under his responsibility.\textsuperscript{16} In English, the term ‘Family’ means a group of one or more parents and their children living together as a unit.\textsuperscript{17} Terminologically, ‘family’ means the whole members who are related to each other, whether it
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is blood relation, adopted, or marriage. A ‘family’, Sociologically, is a group of individuals, at least a husband and a wife, with values and norms in it.\textsuperscript{18}

From the above definitions, there are three key words to understand family, i.e. husband/father, wife/mother, and values and norms.\textsuperscript{19} Each of the three elements in a family possesses its own functions and roles. A husband as a patriarch is responsible for the family members’ need for security, care, assurance and certainty.\textsuperscript{20} A wife as the husband’s partner is responsible for taking care of the house, such as serving and keeping her husband and the family’s honor.\textsuperscript{21} Value and norm elements function as a way of life that adjusts the good and bad attitude and behaviour in a family. These values and norms may come from religious teaching, tradition, custom, or specific rules. In Islam teaching context, a family is a primary base that makes the foundation of community and society. It makes the study about it receive particular attention and discussion.\textsuperscript{22}

The word ‘\textit{sakinah}’ is an adjective that modifies a noun (family). Etymologically, the term ‘\textit{sakinah}’ comes from Arabic, derived from ‘\textit{sakana}’ which means motionless or calm after turbulence shot.\textsuperscript{23} In the Indonesian dictionary, ‘\textit{sakinah}’ means peace, tranquillity, serenity, and happiness.\textsuperscript{24} In different version, it means calm, honoured, secured, and loving. Hence, it can be concluded that a \textit{sakinah} family is a family full of security, comfort, peace.

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Rustina, “Keluarga dalam Kajian Sosiologi,” \textit{Jurnal Musawa} 6, no. 2 (Desember 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{20} Abd. Kholid et al., “Rereading the Indonesian Interpretation of the Qur’an on Awliyā’: The Cases of Hamka and M. Quraish Shihab,” \textit{QIJIS (Qudus International Journal of Islamic Studies)} 9, no. 1 (July 29, 2021): 37, https://doi.org/10.21043/qijis.v9i1.7567.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Nurdjidin and Nugroho Taufik, “Keluarga \textit{Sakinah} dan Kewajiban Mendidik Anak Usia Dini; Analisis Sosiologi Keluarga,” \textit{Prosiding Seminar Nasional LKK} 1, no. 1 (2019).
\end{footnotes}
To reach sakinah level, a family must be built on self-awareness to continuously have a commitment to and to firmly grip religious values. Members of the family should respect each other’s rights and responsibilities both materially and immaterially.

Islam itself pays a great attention to sakinah family. In fact, the term ‘sakinah’ is actually taken from Islam teaching. Islam pays so much attention to kinship that it is implicitly stated in the holy Quran at least in two verses, i.e. QS. Al-A'raf [7]189-190; and QS. Ar-Rum [30]: 21-22.

“And of His signs is that He created for you, of yourselves, spouses, that you (may) find tranquility in them, and He has created love and kindness between you. Indeed, in that are signs for those who reflect.”

“It is He – Allah – who created you from a single being, and out of it he made its mate, that he may find comfort in her. And when he covers her, she bears a light burden and goes about with it.”

According to Quraish Shihab, the word sakinah, which is grammatically composed of three letters sin, kafi, and nun, means serenity, the negation of jolt or shake. The word serenity implies a shift from a shaking, chaotic situation to conducive, calm, stable one. Hence, a sakinah family does not mean a family with no conflict since it inevitably occurs in a home. The term sakinah implies the ability to educate and guide a family well and to cope with internal disagreements wisely. When an unpleasant situation strikes, members of a sakinah home sooth, advise, give them guidance and counselling to get rid of it; conflict and chaos turn to calm and stable.

---


27 Sholihah Rohmahtus and Al Faruq Muhammad, “Konsep Keluarga Sakinah Menurut Muhammad Quraish Shihab,” SALIMIYA: Jurnal Studi Ilmu Keagamaan Islam 1, no. 4 (December 2020).

28 Kholid et al., “Rereading the Indonesian Interpretation of the Qur’an on Awliyā’.”
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In addition, Ibnu Katsir explained that the similar term for sakinah was *sakan* meaning a place to obtain spiritual peace. Every individual owns genital organs that will not be functioning when alone. In other words, they will be perfectly functioning with partners. Therefore, when someone is living on their own, what emerges in their mind is continuous shock and turmoil. To make them live in peace and quiet, it is suggested they get married. In this case, marriage is the place (*sakan*) for someone to live in peace and quiet.

### Juridical Review of Sakinah Family

In many cases, man gets married and expects to have *sakinah* home, to live with their spouse in comfort, full of peace. What they experience, however, is far from what they dream of; the so-called *sakinah* family turns into a disaster. The family they have built undergoes severe shocks; arguments and quarrels with spouse seem inevitable and lead to chaotic situation and occasional violence, even a divorce. In contemporary family dynamic context, the incidence commonly happens in nearly most regions. It arises due to increasing complexity in life, from economy, prosperity, to third-person issues.

---


intruder. To cope with this more complex family problem, the state presents and participates in empowering and bringing sakinah family into reality in order to ward off any in-house violation that increasingly occurs.

At juridical level, the presence of state in the matter is in the form of a number of legislations on family matter issued. The term legislation in this article refers to any rule and regulation concerning constructing persistent family. The regulations includes Constitution, Government Regulation, Minister Decree, Minister Regulation etc. By the period they were issued, the regulations on persistent family in Indonesia can be put in four (4) period groups: 1) 1954 period, marked by the birth of BMAGM; 2) 1974 period, as law No 1 of 1974 on marriage was issued; 3) 1999 period, marked by the birth of Sakinah Family Guidance Regulation and Circular of Minister of Home Affair No. 400/564/III/Bangda of 1999 on the Implementation of Sakinah Family Guidance; 4) the birth of Pre-marriage Course Regulation in 2009 and 2013.

In the company of pre-marriage course, the Director General of Islam Society Guide Regulation Number: Dj.11/491 of 2009 on Bride and Groom-to-be Course was issued. The course aims at minimizing the rate of dispute, divorce, and domestic violation. One reason for the problems to occur is that the future bride and groom lack of understanding and knowledge of family life. The course lasts for 24 hours at the least covering: 1) marriage procedures, 2) Knowlwdge of Religion, 3) regulations and legislations on marriage and family, 4) husband and wife rights and responsibilities, 5) reproduction organ health, 6) family management, and 7) psychology of marriage and family.

---
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Three years later, in 2013, the Director General of Islam Society Guide issued a regulation No. Dj.ii/542 of 2013 on Pre-marriage Course Practice Guidelines from which future bride and groom should comprehend four fundamental materials, i.e. 1) family functions, 2) love caring in a family, 3) conflict management in a family, and 4) psychology of marriage and family.  

Beside the above four period groups, juridically, the struggle to empower family persistence going to sakinah in Indonesia has been taken for years. In juridical level, BMAGM, an institution or organization established in 1954, was really meant to manage family’s endurance. Looking back earlier years, however, there was a juridical idea on empowering sakinah family. For example, on March 7, 1958, initiated by AR. Baswedan and K.H. Ahmad Badawi, the House Prosperity Body was established. Then, in Jakarta prior to BMAGM, an organization named Marital Advisory and Divorce Adjudication Committee (MADAC) was settled; and in April 1954 a body called Marital Advisory Section (MAS) was established on H.S.M. Nasarudin Latif’s idea.

Apart from the legislation dynamics above, the core of juridical struggle began as several legislations – a decree of the Minister of Religion of Republic of Indonesia No. 85 of 1961 in which BMAGM was established, Law No. 1 of 1974 on Marriage, Sakinah Family Movement Guide Regulation, in 1999, Circular of Minister of Home Affair No. 400/564/III/Bangda of 1999 on the Practice of Sakinah Family Movement Guidance and the birth of a Special Regulation on Marriage in 2009 and 2013 – were issued. Those legislations substancially comprise law materials on marriage and guidelines proceedings in religious courts. The legislations are simply providing solutions to in-home problems that may threaten family’s tranquillity.
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The Position and Role of BMAGM in the National Sakinah Family Movement

Beside juridical approach, the government applies institutional approach as well. In this study, the term institutional comprises any organization or society-level structure founded in response to the establishment of regulations to build and empower sakinah family. Up to now there are several institutions within this category, one of which is the Body for Marital, Advisory, Guidance and Maintainance (BMAGM), a social religious organization and partner to the Ministry of Religion on managing marital problems of Indonesian Muslims.\(^4^1\)

The BMAGM institution, historically, was officially established on January 3, 1961 as the decree of Ministry of Religion RI No 85 of 1961 was issued. However, the body had actually existed long before its official establishment. It was on October 3, 1954 that the body operated in Bandung, headed by Abdur Rauf Hamidy. Two years later, on 28-31 August 1956, it successfully conducted the 1\(^{st}\) conference in Bandung, attended by the Governor of West Java and the Ministry of Religion representatives.\(^4^2\) Interestingly, since its official establishment in 1961, BMAGM has changed its name three times. In 1960, the name was the Body for Marriage, Dispute and Divorce Advisory, and was changed to Advisory Board for Marriage and Domestic Disputes in 1977. Finally, according to the agreement in the National Conference XIV held in Jakarta on 1-3 June 2009, it was changed to Body for Marital Advisory Guidance and Maintainance.\(^4^3\)

In terms of empowering family resilience, the role and functions of BMAGM are printed in its main objective as a family matter adviser organization. As stated in its statute and bylaw, the body has five goals; 1) improving the quality of marriage and family lives toward sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah; 2) decreasing the rate of divorce by upgrading the services to families in trouble through counseling, mediation, and advocation;

---

\(^{4^1}\) Apriliani, “Kontribusi Badan Penasihatan, Pembinaan, dan Pelestarian Perkawinan(BP4) Kementerian Agama Kota Tegal,” 58–70.


3) empowering the body’s capacity and manpower to optimize the programs and to reach the goals; 4) providing family matter legislation enlightenment; and 5) building partnership network with institutions of similar missions and goals. Hence, it is no doubt that BMAGM as the Ministry of Religions and other related institutions’ work partner was regarded as the only social-religious organization having particular legality of family matters such as marital, divorce, and reconciliation advisory.

Being the oldest, independent organization on family matters, the body’s role and contributions on family empowerment and resilience in Indonesia should not be ignored. One prominent contribution of BMAGM is the issuance of marital law on December 22, 1973. It is said that marital law is an evidence of the long history of BMAGM’s struggle to make Indonesian families live in sakinah, mawaddah and warahmah. The issuance of marital law, however, affects the body’s existence since chapter 39 verse (1) of the law says that divorce can only be legitimated before the authorized law courts after trial, and the courts fail to reconcile them. The chapter practically rules out the roles of BMAGM since the body cannot run its mediation function. As a result, the Ministry of Religions issued a decree No. 30 of 1970 and altered the body’s name into Body for Marital, Disputes and Divorce Advisory hoping that the body can run its roles and functions as previously expected.

In the following development, the position of BMAGM as the only body that concerns family’s endurance (sakinah) is getting sturdier following the decree of the minister of religion number 30 of 1977 on the affirmation and acceptance that BMAGM is the sole organization of the Department of Religion whose duty concerns marital, domestic dispute and divorce advisory. The decree, at the same time, marked the transformation of its

47 Hamidah, “Peran Badan Penasihatan, Pembinaan dan Pelestarian Perkawinan (BP4) dalam Mencegah Perceraian (Studi Kasus di Kua Kecamatan Klojen Kota Malang), 45-67”
name and abbreviation from the Body for Marital, Dispute and Divorce Advisory to the Body for Marital Adviser, Guidance and Maintainance (BMAGM). The name’s transformation is meant for the body to have enough room to succeed its vision which is to strengthen the endurance of family life toward sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah family.

To achieve the four goals above, as the ministry of religions work partner in household section, BMAGM has a number of special programs. The term program means activities triggered by the issuance of rules and regulations on constructing strong resilient family. According to the statues and bylaws of BMAGM signed in the BMAGM National Conference XIV in 2009, the body has thirteen programs.49

1. Provide advice, counsel, guidance, and enlightenment to the society, individually or community, on marital matters such as divorce and reconciliation.
2. Provide counselling regarding family matter laws.
3. Provide mediation against litigating parties in religious courts.
4. Provide advocacy assistance to resolve marital, family and domestic dispute problems in religious courts.
5. Reduce the disputes and divorce rate.
6. Responsible for underage marriages and unfiled ones.
7. Establish cooperation with institutions and organizations, domestic based and/or overseas based, of similar vision.
9. Organize premarital courses, workshops and trainings, seminars, discussions and the like for future bride and groom.
10. Organize education for families to give them better understanding, appreciation, and practice of values of faith, piaty, and excellent characters for sakinah family purpose.
11. Actively participate in any cross-sector event intending toward sakinah family target.
12. Support any economic empowerment and utilization on family level basis.

13. Organize necessary, valuable activities institutionally and family level.

**BMAGM and Parents’ Role in Sakinah Family Empowerment**

There is a clearer picture from the above discussion that BMAGM does have not only a great responsibility but complex one also. The great responsibility is due to its function and duty which is preparing and maintaining sakinah family. The responsibility is complex because it does not merely transfer kinship education in domestic level, it goes far beyond – targeting other sectors including public. Therefore, to achieve those great objectives, building sakinah family agenda will not run well if it merely relies on the structural role of the body; it needs another approach. Cultural approach such as parents’ role in a family seems convenient.

In terms of empowering family resilience, the idea of involving parents seems to be a logical choice for parents are the main substructure in a family. Sitting in the position, parents could play their roles assisting BMAGM campaigning the values of family endurance to all citizens. It is understood that, in many cases, of many emerging domestic problems these days, the ‘never-ending’ common family problems such as disagreements, quarellings, and affair are predominant. These problems occasionally make either husband or wife file for divorce. According to the latest data, those who are involved in divorce cases are generally relatively of young age. National Social Economy Survey conducted in 2018 affirmed the occurrence. It is revealed in the survey that 11.2% of the population got married at a very young age where psychological condition is just not ready nor strong enough to cope with the potential marital problems.

The level of household endurance quality can basically be measured from one’s motivation to marry. Theoretically, from motivation point of view, there are four factors affecting low household endurance quality. 1) unplanned marriage. In general, it occurs because of an ‘accident’ or

---


51 Megawati and Asriati, “Peranan Orang Tua dalam Pendidikan Anak Pada Keluarga,” 34–51.

unexpected out-of-marriage pregnancy. Thus, it is vulnerable to a divorce.\textsuperscript{53} Population Survey Between Census (2015) revealed that 7.1\% pregnancy was unexpected;\textsuperscript{54} 2) Planned marriage but not enough knowledge; 3) Planned marriage with enough knowledge but psychologically not ready. It is in these types of marriage parents’ role is badly needed. Parents represent BMAGM’s institutional function, i.e. firming up understanding and practice of faith, piousness and excellent character. Parents teach these values to their children and all the people in the family. It is believed that the Indonesian respect and obedience great culture towards parents can be value-added in support to empowering sakinah family in Indonesia.

Juridically, when talking about rights and responsibilities in family life, it is very certain that the respective couple should stand in the front line. When a couple has bond themselves in a legitimate marriage, their rights and responsibilities of both husband and wife, or father and mother, have been clearly mentioned in laws, including what each of them should do to make and nurture the home.\textsuperscript{55} The big question now is in what respect and how parents play their strategic roles and functions to make sakinah family strong and endurable.

Friedman (1998) in his study explained that, in general, parents’ kinship role and function to their children and family members encompass five (5) aspects.\textsuperscript{56} \textit{First}, affection role where parents dedicate themselves to their children and members of the family concerning how to interact with people. Affection role has a fundamental function in individual’s mental development process. Well-developed psychic of an individual will lead to strong mentality. In sakinah family endurance empowerment context, affection function may be in the form of introducing values of family education. \textit{Second}, introductory role where parents internalize socio-cultural values to children and members of the family. In building sakinah family, introducing values is regarded as fundamental for the individual or group of a family can comprehend the roles in a kinship system, and society system in

\textsuperscript{53} Friedman and M Marilyn, \textit{Keperawatan Keluarga: Teori dan Praktik} (Jakarta: EGC, 1998).

\textsuperscript{54} “Pencegahan Perkawinan Anak Percepatan Yang Tidak Bisa Ditunda,” 08–78.


\textsuperscript{56} Friedman, \textit{Keperawatan Keluarga} (Jakarta: EGC, 1998).
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general. Third, reproduction role to which the function of parents’ existence concerning generation and family’s continuity is referred. This function will only work well if parents have good relationship. On the contrary, when the relationship is dominated by turmoil and disagreements, even a divorce, reproduction function is no longer stable that practically leads to a weak, fragile family. Fourth, economic function where, in family life, parents’ central function is to finance the whole family’s need – primary, secondary, and tertiary. Economic aspect, in particular the sakinah family empowerment context, is essentially fundamental for many family disagreements and divorce are predominantly triggered by financial matter. When linked up with BMAGM programs, the utilization of parents’ economic function coincides with BMAGM program, namely economic utilization on family basis. Fifth, health care function. It hints the presence of parents to ensure the children and members of the family are always in good health, physically and mentally, to support high productivity. The role becomes essential for, in many cases, divorce may be triggered by disability, disease history, and low productivity. So, the use of parents as the ones responsible for family members’ health is essential in minimizing conflicts and disagreements occurrence due to biological, physical or health problems.

Therefore, referring to the above facts and elucidations, it is quite logical to say that parents have fundamental roles and functions in a family life. It is reasonable then for the presence of parents to be involved in the family empowerment agenda. Also, parents take a fundamental position in society. Not only are parents in the highest structural class in the hierarchy of

---

a family, but they also have education function\textsuperscript{62} in the sense of being the educator, guardian, caretaker, and good model for the whole family members.\textsuperscript{63} In the context of sakinah family empowerment, parents actually function as an agent to ensure that one target of BMAGM is achieved. As stated in the bylaws, BMAGM provides education in family level to give a better understanding and practice on the values of faith, piety, and excellent character in order to guide the family obtain sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah quality.

**Empowerment for Sakinah Family Endurance Mental Revolution Perspective**

There are two fundamental questions regarding the relationship between mental revolution and empowerment for sakinah family endurance by revitalizing the role of BMAGM and parents. In what way and how does mental revolution concept have causative relationship with empowerment for sakinah family endurance? What real steps and how are the steps of empowerment for sakinah family endurance by revitalizing the role of BMAGM and parents implemented in regard to mental revolution concept? The two questions are interesting and urgent to answer. Studies on the role of BMAGM in building sakinah family in mental revolution perspective are very rare to never. To answer the questions, it is a good idea to begin with an in-depth and focused elaboration on the concept of mental revolution.

Historically, mental revolution is not something new in Indonesia. The term was first introduced by Soekarna in a state speech during the Indonesia Independence Ceremony in 1957.\textsuperscript{64} Soekarno at that time discussed mental revolution to deal with unfavourable national situation where the people were losing revolutionary spirit, having strong colonialism tradition and thoughts such as fraud and conspiracy. Soekarno thought that the deteriorating condition would ruin and worsen Indonesia as a nation. He, then, called Indonesian people on the need to revolutionize mentally. In his opinion, the essence of revolution was to change or reconstruct mind set, work and struggle, life style and made them coincide with the spirit of the development and the

\textsuperscript{62} Abd Hannan, “Gender dan Fenomena Patriarki dalam Sosial Pendidikan Pesantren; Studi Tentang Hegemeoni Kiai Pesantren Terhadap Sosial Pendidikan Bias Gender,” *LPPM Universitas Trunojoyo Madura*, 2016, 6.


\textsuperscript{64} Buyung Syukron, “Paradigma Implementasi Konsep Revolusi Mental,” *Elementary* 2, no. 3 (2016): 14.
national revolution direction. In short, mental revolution is a change of mind set radically.

During Jokowi Presidency, the term mental revolution regains attention after its long absence. Even long before Jokowi’s presidency inauguration, he made ‘mental revolution’ his campaign jargon. To show his serious intention, he urged a National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRRM) as clearly stated in the Presidential Instruction Number 12 of 2016 on National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRRM). The movement was meant to alter current habit to the new one to make Indonesia sovereign and characterized following the values of Pancasila. The national movement agenda, in everyday life, aims at making Indonesian people integrated, willing to work hard, and eager to do ‘gotong royong’ (mutual cooperation) in order to make Indonesia dignified, modern, developed, and prosperous under Pancasila.

In order to upgrade the condition of Indonesian people, from 2020 to 2024, the national movement and mental revolution development have been transformed to a program named Mental Revolution Revitalization. It is through this program that the agenda of national mental revolution movement found its scope of work focusing on six main sections, i.e. education, governance management, social system, center for changes, citizen-based economic, and guidance on Pancasila ideology. To give a commitment, the Mental Revolution Revitalization program was made into the State Middle-Term Development Design 2020-2024 period as the National Priority on Mental Revolution and Cultural Development. To reach the target, the National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRRM) revitalization focuses on 5 (five) sections, namely: Indonesian Movement to Serve (IMS), Clean
Indonesia Movement (CIM), Indonesia in Order Movement (IOM), Indonesia Independent Movement (IIM), and United Indonesia Movement (UIM). Analysis of *Sakinah* Family Endurance Empowerment by Revitalizing BMAGM and Parents Role Mental Revolution Perspective

Concerning with the sakinah family empowerment, it looks like there is no explicit explanation on the relationship between National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) and building *sakinah* family, neither institutional relationship nor regulatory one. However, if observed closer, in particular by looking at the program target on which each of the five sections focus, it will be discovered strong enough relationship between National Mental Revolution Movement and the agenda to build *sakinah* family. At least the relationship is implied in three programs. *First*, Indonesia in Order Movement (IOM) Program, clearly printed in point H/8 that one out of eight work targets is to make family, education unit, work unit, and community hospitable and free from violence environments. The term ‘family’ in this point implies family in general, and universally applied to any Indonesian family. The vision of making hospitable and violence-free family in the National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) actually strongly correlates family endurance empowerment agenda, as campaigned by BMAGM in its bylaws.

*Second*, the relation between National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) and building *sakinah* family agenda is also found on page 10 of the Preidential Instruction No. 12 of 2016 on National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) point J/10 on United Indonesia Movement Program (UIM) that says to increase the role of religious institutions, families, and public media in instilling values of moral, tolerance, and harmonious life. Referring to this point, it is clear that family, the smallest community unit in a society, has significant roles and functions in moral, tolerance, and
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harmonious life inculcation. In a broader scope of understanding, the term ‘in harmony’ as a representation of peace, good-deed bond contains two meanings, namely publicly in harmony and domestically in harmony. The former comprises interrelations of religions, faiths, ethnics, and tribes, while the later is meant that, in a household life, husband and wife have good, peace, and loving relationship. In connection with constructing endurable family (saknah) it is clear that family role’s empowerment in National Mental Revolution Movement is actually substantially similar to saknah value inculcation, the vision for which BMAGN has fought.  

Third, in addition to Indonesia in Order Movement (IOM) and United Indonesia Movement (UIM), the relationship between National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) and family endurance agenda can also be encountered in Clean Indonesia Movement (CIM) program point A/1 of the Presidential Instruction No. 12 of 2016 on National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) that says to improve clean-life, healthy behavior in family, education unit, work place, and community environments. The phrase does not explicitly mention family endurance empowerment. The use of the word ‘family’ in the phrase, however, implies that the movement pays a special attention to the family’s roles and existence. It also confirms the position and function of a family in the national movement, and implies that the movement should begin from a family as the smallest structure in the society.

Apart from the three ponts above, the National Mental Revolution Movement and the family endurance movement of BMAGM) actually require family usage and empowerment. Family in its most basic element position is a reflection of the society’s personality. Mental revolution movement is one of many instruments of nation’s character change that can only be carried out from the smallest element – the family. The importance of involving family in building saknah family agenda, whether by BMAGM movement or by
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National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) is the fact that a family is the pillar or cantilever of nation development. Besides, a family also plays an essential role in carrying out ‘asah, asih, asuh’ (sharpen, love, nurture) to children, where one, from the very early age, learns the concepts of good and bad, right and wrong, appropriate and inappropriate – things they first learn in the smallest education institution named family.

Naming family the most essential and most fundamental element in society means accepting that parents’ role is everything for parents in a kinship system and structure take a central element position. Parents play both domestic and public roles in a family. In nation level, things concerning parents’ role revitalization is one of strategic issues. Current situation shows that parents’ role in family endurance agenda is far from being optimum despite their important presence in society character and personality’s establishment. Also, as formulated by the government, the mental revolution priority in social and cultural sector concerns a conducive environment which directly shares with one of national priority issues namely increasing parents’ role to empower family’s quality and endurance.

When the above discussion is connected to the national movement on building sakinah family, the idea of utilizing parents’ role is clearly stated in the strategic program. And mental revolution priority in social and cultural sectors has the same spirit as the position, role, and function of BMAGM, institutionally and juridically.

Conclusion
Looking at the whole discussion, this study can draw three main points. First, the Body for Marital Advisory Guidance and Maintainance (BMAGM) is an institution or social religious organization, partner of the ministry of religions in its effort to improve marital quality. Concerning sakinah family empowerment, the role of BMAGM can be found in its function as the only social religious organization that has particular legitimacy namely family matters such as marital, divorce, and reconciliation advisory. When carrying out its function, BMAGM can give guidance, counseling, and aegis to the family in trouble. All of these points are meant to build a sakinah, mawaddah, warahmah family. Second, the relationship between National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) and household endurance empowerment toward sakinah family can be found in a number of programs or work targets as clearly summarized in the Presidential Instruction No. 12 of 2016 on National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM). The work program targets include three points. 1) Indonesia in Order Movement Program (IOM), in
point H/8, that focuses on making family, education unit, work unit, and community environments hospitable and violence-free. 2) United Indonesia Movement (UIM) Program, point J/10, is trying to upgrade the roles of religious institutions, family, and public media in initiating the values of moral, tolerance, and harmonious life. 3) Clean Indonesia Movement (CIM); clearly printed in point A/1 in the Presidential Instruction No. 1 of 2016. Third, the idea of involving parents to empower sakinah family is the fact that parents are of central position in a family in all sides. In National Mental Revolution Movement (NMRM) perspective, the utilization of parents’ role is substantial. It belongs to a strategic issue and national priority in the agenda of empowering the endurance and quality of Indonesian families.
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